ANNUAL REPORT
2020-2021

Montcrest is a co-educational community, small enough
to honour the individual and big enough to provide an
exceptional academic experience with balanced
opportunities in leadership, the arts, and athletics.
Our school challenges children to discover and
acknowledge their own voices, so they can understand
and make meaningful connections with the world.

FROM THE CHAIR
To the Montcrest Community,
It is an honour to present to the Montcrest community our annual report for 2020-2021. I trust
that you will find in the report the three areas of focus that I have seen and experienced as Chair
and parent over the year: our focus on our kids, our sense of community, and ensuring that the
future Montcrest is better than ever.
We focused on our kids - our learners – and helped them to keep questioning, learning,
exploring, and experiencing – whether in the virtual environment in which we started the year or
the hybrid approach we adopted later in the year. Keeping this focus on our kids meant learning
new ways of connecting for our faculty and staff and new ways of ensuring that the school
environment was as safe as possible. As a board we supported the investments knowing that it
would strengthen our educational approaches and improve our school both in the present, as
well as the future, pandemic or no pandemic.
We nurtured our sense of community. MPA events are always central to creating and supporting
our community, but the online events this year gave us a rare respite to laugh and enjoy. Beyond
the MPA, Parents, Teachers, Staff, Board, and Head of School, all went above and beyond to make
sure we kept the community connected and supported. Indeed, board governors wrote to each
and every faculty and staff this year to thank them personally for their commitment to our
community.
Finally and seemingly against all odds, we kept an eye on the future Montcrest and invested in
that future. We found an exceptional Interim Head of School. We undertook an extremely
thorough and generative strategic planning process in partnership with Future Design School. To
support our new strategy, we have strengthened our commitment to evolving our educational
approach through the Common Ground Collaborative to ensure that we can deliver on our
commitment to personal growth in an inclusive community.
The COVID-19 times of 2020-2021 taught us to focus on what is important: our kids, our
community, and our future. We wouldn’t have it any other way.

CYNTHIA ELDRIDGE
Chair, Board of Governors
Parent '24, '27
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FROM THE HEAD
I am proud to be able to write a message in support of the successes of 2020-2021, although I was
not present for the many things that were achieved, I can confidently report that the passion,
dedication and resiliency shown from each member of our community were exemplary..
One of the promises of Montcrest is its deep sense of community. Given the nature of the
pandemic, this was evident more than ever. Together, we revamped our robust online learning
platform (MGM) based on parent and faculty feedback. When we were on campus many changes
were necessary to ensure the well-being of our community in COVID-19 times. Preparations for
2020-2021 required innovation in technology and flexibility to meet student learning needs.
Outside of daily school life, our community bonded through many events, from social to
developmental. We enjoyed BINGO and Murder Mysteries and began working with the consultants
at Future Design School to gather input from parents, students, faculty and staff to guide the
development of our new strategic plan. Building on the the positive relationship work of the Third
Path, we engaged the Common Ground Collaborative to develop a deeply rooted culture of
learning based on six key principles. This past year has brought lots of change, and all of it has been
in support of the continued progress of making Montcrest a place where each child can become
who they’re meant to be.
At the end of the year, we were thankful to celebrate an in person graduation. We were grateful
that our Grade 8’s could share this special moment in their lives on campus. It was a beautiful way
to commemorate all the hard work they invested in their time here..
Lastly, I am grateful to all the contributions made by Erin Corbett; her vision and support in leading
Montcrest over the past 2 years has built a strong foundation. Her time, expertise and dedication
to the continued improvement of Montcrest allows us to continue to meet the expectation that is
the Montcrest experience. As we continue to move forward, it will be an honour and privilege to
serve in a leadership role at Montcrest for the 2021-22 school year.
With the development of the new Strategic Plan
and a new Head of School, I’m sure the Montcrest
story will continue to evolve and develop to new
heights, building on the groundwork that we’ve
prepared.

DON KAWASOE
Interim Head of School

BY THE NUMBERS
Through strong enrollment, thoughtful and practical stewardship of financial resources,
Montcrest School ensured the necessary funds were in place to meet the requirements of in
person and online learning. Changes in our physical plant to provide proper ventilation,
upgraded technology and additional resources to support online learning and adding
additional teachers to cover smaller class cohorts were possible. This attentive financial
management has allowed Montcrest to make pertinent decisions that support the work of the
school in providing each child with the ideal support and programs.

Expenses
Salaries & Benefits - 76.9%
Administrative - 7.3%
Premises - 6.5%
Academic Supplies & Equipment - 2.7%
Amortization - 6.6%

Revenue
Tuition and special fees - 95.5%
Donations and fundraising - 3.6%
Interest - 0.1%
Other - 0.8%

LEARNING & TEACHING

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, Montcrest introduced Montcrest Goes Mobile (MGM), an
online learning platform. MGM focused on maintaining existing relationships and fostering new
ones, while working with an online environment. It allowed for teachers to prepare lessons in a
new modality that continued to deliver a robust curriculum. With the uncertainty of classes
remaining virtual for this school year, we worked with parents in order to continually improve
MGM in order to reflect the needs of our students. Montcrest rolled out three versions of
Pink Shirt
MGM, delivering on the Montcrest experience with a focus on enhancing student learning
and Day
nurturing relationships.
Each phase was strategically planned to promote student engagement and success. MGM 3.0
was introduced after a second survey to parents helped Montcrest optimize learning and
teaching for a virtual environment as we transitioned between platforms during the school
year. It elevated the teaching potential through synchronous classes that helped foster
connection and communication, and asynchronous classes that allowed for flexibility and
independence. MGM's learning environment became more dynamic as opportunities for further
engagement continued to be introduced.

Fall MGM
Fair offered a wide range of clubs, including a brand new one that involved students and their

families: The Read Woke Family Book Club. We had virtual recess, ran community building
events and continued house challenges to enrich the mobile school experience for students.
Treat Days
Pancake Breakfast
We even continued long standing traditions like Kite Day by celebrating in unique and special
ways.
Although not planned or expected, MGM provided a silver lining in what the future of education
could look like. Long behold those conversations related to being better at technology - put
into action, it instantly increased use of technology in younger grades – increased teacher
confidence in using technology in more explorative ways and encouraged professional learning
from one another. This shared learning promoted engagement, student independence and
cultivated class culture while working in a remote learning environment.

Bingo Night

MPA
Montcrest Community,
Well, that was a year! We persevered and another successful
school year is behind us. As we all continued to navigate what
was another year of unknowns, the MPA’s mandate was to
continue to build community connections. We wanted to
offer events to both students and parents that allowed us to
connect and enjoy our amazing community.

To the school’s leadership team, teachers, and staff a BIG thank-you. You once again
demonstrated your commitment to our kids by providing exceptional education in a year like
no other. To all Montcrest parents, thank you for your support of the MPA. Whether you
volunteered or attended any of our fundraising events, your contribution is what makes the
Montcrest community one like no other.
The MPA continued to provide financial support for the school’s key initiatives. The MPA
pledged a total of $750,000, in support of the Building Together project. Our cumulative
Pink Shirt Day
support towards the pledge is $700,000. Our pledges include contributions to Thompson Pass
and the MPA Garden.
In closing, the MPA communicates to all school parents in a number of ways throughout the
school year; the weekly Montcrest Mirror, the school website in the ‘MPA’ section, MPA emails
to parents directly and through the grade parents. Volunteers help to enrich our children’s
experiences by providing support to teachers and staff, and by planning and executing both
school and community building events. All parents, both new and returning, are welcomed and
encouraged to get involved in the parent volunteer community. Your time, no matter how much
or how little, is appreciated by the MPA.

Fall Fair

KELLY SHORTT
Chair, Montcrest Parents' Association

Bingo Night

A Special Thank You to Our
Event Sponsors

COVID BUSTERS

Who are the COVID Busters? You’ll have to ask the students of Montcrest. They’ll tell you that the
COVID Busters are four incredibly dedicated staff who make sure we are the safest we can be on
campus. The small, yet mighty, Montcrest facilities team includes Director of Facilities Greg
Reynolds, Shannon McEwen, Robbie Patterson and Darcy Doone.
When our Director and his facilities team first heard that students would switch to online learning,
the entire staff and faculty at Montcrest took part in pertinent professional development that
focused on the Third Path; a relationship-based approach to student well-being and achievement.
This sparked the facilities team forward on how to best tackle a COVID-19 reality.
With a focus on how to best achieve student well-being and achievement from a facilities point of
view, the team got to work with the understanding that they need to come up with a plan for a
return to school that would tackle the challenges that COVID-19 would bring to daily school life.

Fall Fair

The list of items for COVID-19 preparation and implementation at Montcrest looked like it would
never end. It became even more apparent that the work the facilities team does, cannot go
Treat
Days
unnoticed or under
appreciated.
This team who works behind the scenes made a return to school
possible for our students. Even with post-pandemic challenges, the facilities team deserves
celebration for their work that allows the school to operate smoothly.
Greg shared that one of the biggest challenges was to quickly acquire PPE, sanitizer, classroom
furniture, and HEPA filters due to supply shortages and competition with every other school and
business attempting to get supplies. What made him successful? A strong relationship with supply
vendors built off of years of trust and respect. Suppliers even reached out to ensure the orders and
products arrived at Montcrest. These relationships speak volumes about the character of Greg and
the team.

Once the supplies were secured, the facilities team swiftly got to work, installing hand sanitizing
stations at all entry and exit points of each building, installing hands free faucets to reduce
touch points, and purchased portable sinks. To ensure each building and classroom safety,
signage to direct traffic and entry/exit points were put in, HEPA filter purifiers and new
classroom furniture were bought. This ensured a low risk environment.
“I’m proud to work at Montcrest because it’s a great place to work,” said Shannon McEwen.
“What makes me happy is belonging to a family that is all there to help kids grow and learn,”
Robbie added.

Pinkfaculty
Shirt Day
Getting the challenging jobs done and receiving feedback from students, teachers and
gave the facilities team a huge morale boost! “It’s the work you think that nobody really notices
or cares about, but when they acknowledge and appreciate the work that we do, it gives us a
sense of pride,” Greg shared.
Although returning to school gave a sweet smell that normal life is just around the corner. The
facilities team knew that they couldn’t let their guard down. “Continuing to put our health and
safety protocols at the forefront of our thoughts and maintaining the discipline we have
achieved during this pandemic is essential,” said Greg.
Safety measures continued as COVID-19 measures relaxed. With any sign or symptom, the
were immediately sent outside. The facilities team would strap their backpacks on and
Fall classes
Fair
get the wand ready to disinfect the classroom. They were in full force multiple times a day
ensuring the safety of the Montcrest community.

Treat Days

Pancake Breakfast

“One Friday after a long week of fogging classrooms I checked my email and saw an email from a
student thanking me and to have a great weekend,” Darcy states. “She explained how grateful
and happy she was and how they loved that I put the Ghostbusters theme song on when coming
down the hallway to fog a classroom, that meant a lot.”
These four are adored by the Montcrest community. Without this team, hand sanitizing stations
aren’t the only things that would go empty, but the hearts of Montcrest's community would. A
big thank you to the Montcrest facilities team, the COVID busters, the unsung heroes of COVID19. Your work is appreciated today and each day.

Bingo Night

DONORS
The 1961 Circle
The 1961 Circle honours Montcrest School’s founding year and recognizes donors who have made
gifts of $1961 or more each year to Annual Giving. Each year Montcrest’s 1961 Circle members are
invited to a special donor recognition event to thank them for their leadership giving.

Leah & Paul Atkinson
JP Benson & Kathryn Finn
Berg Nederveen Family
James Bin & Rosaline Lee
Ariana & Tim Botha
J.D. Boyes & Sarah Lerchs
Caryl A D'Souza & Jeffrey S Brown
Alison & Chris Burrison
Ian Butler & Isabelle Bissonnette
Daniel & Laura Coats
John Cook & Sarah Pendleton
Erin & Todd Corbett
Alexandra Webster & Robin Cruickshank
Fred & Sue Dalley
John & Elaine Danson & Family
Paul de la Roche & Nicole Brown
The Mariano Elia Foundation
Paul Elia & Rebecca Barrett
Farrow Hutcheson Family
Cynthia Eldridge '90 & Philipp Frei
Abolhassan Ghaffari & Fatemah Safdari
Roy Gunawan & Colette Tom
Anne & William Hepburn
Colleen McDermott & Mark Herzog
Hollyoak Family
Jelley Family
Tamara Kerr
Kimsa Family
Mark & Erika Knodell
Stephane & Raisa Laurent
Brian Levitt
The Logan Family Foundation
Tim Logan & Caroline Paxton
Haixia Yu & Zhaobing Lu
Bell-Matthews Family
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Richard Oh & Tarvinder Khabra
Jim Parkinson & Charla Cusinato
Wayne Pommen & Morgan Barense
Rob Prichard & Ann Wilson
R. Howard Webster Foundation
ScaleUP Ventures
The Gerald Schwartz & Heather
Reisman Foundation
Kent Sobey & Meghan MacGregor
Steve Tenai & Jane Greaves
Top Marks
Maureen Whelton & Sheilagh Turkington
Joe Vescio & Brenda Christen
Karrin Powys-Lybbe & Chris von Boetticher
WCPD Foundation
Ellen & Samuel Webster
Qi Fan & Wentao Zhao
Yuehua Yu & Pingjuan Zhou
Maggie Zhou & Andy Zhang
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DONORS
We thank all community members who have supported Montcrest School over the years, and
acknowledge those who have made contributions between July 2020 and June 2021 in this report.
Donors who have supported Montcrest School for five or more years are marked with a M, ten or
more years with M and twenty or more years with a
.

Parents
Aaron & Katrina Atkinson
Ashley Atkinson & Family
Jennifer & Rob Bairos
Berg Nederveen Family
James Bin & Rosaline Lee
Ariana & Tim Botha
J.D. Boyes & Sarah Lerchs
Neil Boylan & Charlotte Daughney
Fiona Boylan
JP & Erin Brock
Erica & Adalsteinn Brown
Caryl A D'Souza & Jeffrey S Brown
Alison & Chris Burrison
Ian Butler & Isabelle Bissonnette
Daniel & Laura Coats
Alexandra Webster & Robin Cruickshank
Daniels/Janyska Family
Paul de la Roche & Nicole Brown
Richard Emery & Susan ten Brummeler
Daniel Fisher & Marika Fis
Cynthia Eldridge '90 & Philipp Frei
Abolhassan Ghaffari & Fatemah Safdari
Daniel, Sherri & Hannah Glassberg
Kerry-Ann Grant & Blake Lambert
Green Family
Roy Gunawan & Colette Tom
Amanda Heale
Colleen McDermott & Mark Herzog
Hesketh Family
Hollyoak Family
Jelley Family
Alex Baniczky & Nini Jones
Shereen Zahawi & Sami Kazemi
Tamara Kerr
Kimsa Family
Mark & Erika Knodell
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Michael Kostoff & Jenny Rhodenizer
Stephane & Raisa Laurent
Haixia Yu & Zhaobing Lu
Carlos Martins & Karen Murphy
Bell-Matthews Family
Brad McMullen & Candra Reynolds
Katie Willis & Justin Medved
George & Sofia Moumouris
Sacha Neesham
Richard Oh & Tarvinder Khabra
Jim Parkinson & Charla Cusinato
Wayne Pommen & Morgan Barense
Sitka Leis Family
Kent Sobey & Meghan MacGregor
Nicholas & Krista Spence
Emma & Dave Stewart
Steve & Joanna Theriault
Ali Torab & Niloufar Shafiei
Maureen Whelton and Sheilagh Turkington
Karrin Powys-Lybbe & Chris von Boetticher
Qi Fan & Wentao Zhao
Yuehua Yu & Pingjuan Zhou
Maggie Zhou & Andy Zhang
2 Anonymous
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DONORS
Alumni Community
Brad & Laurie Arseneau
Leah & Paul Atkinson
JP Benson & Kathryn Finn
Yvonne Boyd & Foo-Lim Yeh
Dawn Cohen
Luke Cole
Noah Cole
John Cook & Sarah Pendleton
Fred & Sue Dalley
Geneva Dalley '04
John & Elaine Danson & Family
Don & Jane Durno
Cynthia Eldridge '90
Paul Elia & Rebecca Barrett
Farrow Hutcheson Family
Courtney & Warren Fireman
Eric Gangbar & Lisa Markson
Anne & William Hepburn
Natalie Herbert & Ed Robertson
Dani Klein '99
Marc Lefoy & Jessica Raum
Jennifer Levere
Brian Levitt
Tim Logan & Caroline Paxton
Jackie & Sean MacPherson
Jon & Robin Martin
Sue Maxwell
Brad McLellan & Claire Trepanier
John & Lisa McMeans
Alex & Diane Nishri
Jay Prichard '99
Rob Prichard & Ann Wilson
Steve Tenai & Jane Greaves
David & Jennifer Thompson
George Thompson & Molly Pocklington
Craig Shibley & Caroline Coulson
Judson Venier & Tricia Smith
Joe Vescio & Brenda Christen
Samuel Webster
Kara Williams
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Donald W Armstrong & Dorothy
Armstrong
Candra May - Wife of a Grocer
COBS Bread - Danforth - Leaside - Annex
Sharon Cohen
M
Nicole Davies
The Mariano Elia Foundation
Mary Gray & Kevin Browne
JoAnn Heale
Alison Holt & Innes van Nostrand
Don Kawasoe
The Logan Family Foundation
M
Virginia McLaughlin
Carol & Michael Moffat
ScaleUP Ventures
Jan & Rick Sutin
Howard & Susan Swartz
The Gerald Schwartz & Heather Reisman M
Foundation
Top Marks
R. Howard Webster Foundation
M
WCPD Foundation
Anonymous

DONORS
Faculty & Staff
Daniela Aptowitzer
Laurie Arseneau
Dan Bailey
Jennifer Bairos
Mara Berzins
Jeff Borsten
Yvonne Boyd
Sharon Charbonneau
Dawn Cohen
Erin Corbett
Ruthanne Corman
Ryan Coutts
Stephanie Curtis
Geneva Dalley
Nicola Daykin
Christine Dewhurst
Michael Dilworth
Darcy Doone
Dara Gellman
Kerry-Ann Grant
Natalie Hollinshead
Dani Klein
Blair Livingstone
Katie MacDonald
Carol Macfarlane
Jackie MacPherson
Martha Mansfield
Dawn L. Marshall
Shannon McEwen
Lisa McMeans
Andrea Mercer
Hamza Munawar
Sacha Neesham
Grant Nix
Mufridah Nolan
Carley Page
Robbie Patterson
Silvia Pauksens
Jay J. Prichard
Greg Reynolds
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Tricia Smith
Nicholas Spence
Emma Stewart
Jennifer Vincent
Katie Willis
Amy Wise
Maggie Zegas-Tepper
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Board
Isabelle Bissonnette
Brenda Christen
Paul de la Roche
Cynthia Eldridge '90
Kathryn Finn
Alison Holt
Don Kawasoe
Kevin Kimsa
Brad McLellan
Molly Pocklington
Joanna Theriault
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